Congratulations
to the 2018 *JTP*E Winners of the

Metzler-Freedman Exemplary Paper Award
and
Reviewer of the Year Award

Human Kinetics is pleased to announce the following winners:

**2018 Metzler-Freedman Exemplary Paper Award**

In 2001, *JTP*E created this award to recognize excellence in sport pedagogy scholarship. This award is named in honor of the co-founding editors of *JTP*E: Michael Metzler and Mark Freedman. With great excitement, the following article has been named the 2018 winner of this award:


**2018 Reviewer of the Year Award**

*JTP*E is a peer-reviewed journal, and the success of the journal greatly depends on the quality of the volunteered peer reviews. With this award, Human Kinetics and the *JTP*E Editorial Board want to further recognize the essential contribution that peer reviewers make to ensure the quality of the papers published in *JTP*E. With great thanks and appreciation, the following individuals are recognized for their outstanding reviewer contributions in 2018:

Pamela Hodges Kulinna, Arizona State University
Tristan Wallhead, University of Wyoming